Freedom.social
Hits 50 Million Users
Competes with Facebook!
www.Freedom.social is a social network and platform for
American's to implement solutions to sustain Freedom
DENVER, Jan. 1, 2017 – Uncensored Freedom Inc. has developed a platform similar to Facebook with all
the same functionality, however Freedom.social does not censor patriotic speech, we promote it.
Hacked emails prove that Hillary Clinton and the DNC rigged the primary election against Bernie
Sanders, there are widespread reports of electronic voting machines changing votes, there are reports of
illegal aliens voting in mass and reports of busloads of people voting at more than one polling location, as
well as over 4 million deceased people voting! It is clear there could potentially be something very wrong
with the presidential election.
Because of the potential rigging of the 2016 presidential election, Freedom.social has created state
groups in which poll watchers can video tape the exterior of polling locations and upload the videos. If the
videos were to be uploaded on Facebook or Twitter or YouTube, the videos stand a good chance of being
censored.
Volunteers can register today at www.Freedom.social and sign up for the group: Video Exterior of Polling
Locations in Battleground States. If there is a discrepancy between the number or votes cast and the
number of people that enter the polling location, we will have proof of the number of people that entered
and left. If we video tape large busloads of people arriving at one or more polling locations, we can
provide proof on video.
Freedom.social is owned and operated by Uncensored Freedom Inc. Freedom.social is social network
with functionality for millions of people to create Freedom Teams comprised of family and friends and new
friends that implement solutions for sustainable food, energy, self-defense, environmental, economics,
health, media, spirituality, and much more.
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